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 'Exit China' mantra grows  

1,000 foreign firms mull production in India, 300 actively pursue plan : Mr. Pradeep Andhare 

Sir shared a link informing that 1,000 foreign firms mull production in India, 300 actively 

pursue plan as 'Exit China' mantra grows. Mr. Chincholkar instantly replied that This is 

positive news.  Are our really geared up for this?? Mr. Jeevan Talegaonkar answered by 

saying that it’s a Good question... we suck in our infra quality, all road, transport, electricity, 

water, capital processing, tax regime, we have insurmountable amount of corruption in 

execution, we have very very slow process centred bureaucracy, we need to move with 

super fast speed to attract investments...other neighbouring countries like Thailand and 

more so Vietnam is best placed to attract manufacturing settlements. 

The beginning : Reliance Jio and Facebook, signed a 43,574 crore deal 

This the small beginning of emergence of New India in Global economic and political 

domain. Last night's interview of Steiv Bannon by Rahul Shivshankar of Times TV was worth 

watching. It clearly came up in discussion that India will be approached by FDI by Big players 

very soon, even before Corona and China lose war with the humanity. It's good beginning, of 

course lot of strategic moves and patience would be required to grab this global opportunity 

as said by Mr. Ramesh Sangare  

Good future for young entrepreneurs  

India essentially had been the nation of entrepreneurs the trait which was systematically 

demolished by Lord Mekoley during British Raj bringing in Babu culture. However deeply 

embedded culture is and will be back substantially and significantly in the near future in the 

form of MSEMEs and Startups needed for helping large corporations and Govt. Sectors. We 

will rebound positively. Huge domestic market plus more productive Global dependence on 

us would create innumerable opportunities for young Indians in coming times. Wait and 

watch New India is emerging. 

 

 


